
Think wind energy?
Think beck.
Legal advisers for the renewable energy industry.



think wind energy? think beck.

Think capital investment?  
We leave no issue unresolved.

Investing in renewable energies presents opportunities as well as an increasing range of 
challenges. To successfully cope with them we provide you with expert knowledge and a 
hands-on mentality, especially when it comes to:

+ Structuring and implementation of acquisition and disposal processes

+ Legal due diligence to identify risks and assess them

+ Analysis and solutions regarding project development and business operations

+ Optimization and coverage of existing projects

+ Assistance concerning legal challenges within financing and rescheduling

Our renewables-team’s cutting-edge expertise, experience and its ability to come up with 
pragmatic and practice-oriented solutions is gathered from various projects totaling more 
than 1 GW. Additionally, your investment project will profit from our extensive network 
which covers all branches of the renewables sector.

What has to be taken 
into account when 
developing, financing, 
purchasing or selling 
renewable energy 
projects?

What impacts will  
the EEG have on my 
project?

What needs to be  
legally considered in 
direct marketing?

What are the pitfalls 
found in contracts?



think wind energy? think beck.

Think market entry?  
We leave no question unanswered.

Entering the German market means facing a range of regulations and special legal issues.  
We facilitate your business success with our experts and experience, especially in terms of:

+ Choosing the right corporate form

+ Applying for all relevant permits and registering at the appropriate authorities

+ Drafting and validating all relevant contracts such as employment agreements and lease contracts

+ Choosing, drafting and validating the right types of distribution contracts such as those for sales  
    and trade representatives

+ Providing contacts to tax consultants, banks, insurance companies, real-estate agents etc.

+ Recommending industry networks and other industry relevant institutions

Over the past 20 years we have helped hundreds of companies to successfully locate their business  
in Germany. By finding an individual answer to every question our attorneys continue to contribute to 
the success of many more market entries. If you look forward to founding your business in Germany, 
we look forward to answering your questions.

Which legal form is the 
most suitable for my 
purposes?

Which permits will  
I need?

What are the relevant 
business networks in 
the German renewable 
energy sector?

What needs to be  
considered when  
hiring staff or renting 
offices?

What has to be taken 
into account in terms  
of distribution?
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beck rechtsanwälte is a commercial law firm with offices in Hamburg og Berlin.  
Being a full-service law firm, we assist our clients with their cross border and their  
German transactions. We provide particular professional expertise in real estate,  
renewable energy and IT/new media. We are the partner of choice for clients who  
want to settle or to invest in Germany. beck rechtsanwälte is a member of the  
International Lawyers Network - an association of lawyers worldwide that provides 
clients with legal services in more than 50 countries.


